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A double sided street and touring map of Moscow at scale 1:15,500 and 1:50,000 (Greater

Moscow).  The map distinguishes 4 levels of highways and roads, including expressways and

pedestrian streets. Icons show railway stations, Metro lines (both subway and surface), ports and

wharfs, stadiums, churches (Catholic, Lutheran or Orthodox); synagogues, museums, art galleries,

embassies, parking, internet cafes, shopping centers, stadiums, hospitals, and directions of street

traffic. Major streets are marked in both the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets. Legend is in English and

Russian.  The city center map includes unique three-dimensional drawings of the Kremlin, Red

Square and other major buildings. There are 61 helpful insets of major road junctions showing

direction of travel. Also included is guide to Moscow s Metro.  Traveler's tips and information section

includes useful words and phrases in Russian and directions on using public transport.
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ITMB Publishing is a leading publisher of international travel maps, including a series of country,

regional and city maps of Russia and other post-Soviet states.

I have found the ITM Canada maps to be generally useful though printed on paper. Having

purchased enough of them recently, I find they provide enough detail and information that I like.

Paper media holds down the cost but durability is questionable, especially for a street map of a

large metropolis which means it will be folded and refolded. All in all I found the map useful and

covered most of the areas of interest.



I bought this map hoping it would be like my other laminated maps. Unfortunately, this map was just

too huge to be practical for a tourist!

When going to Moscow unless you live there, and yes my wife is Russian but does not live in

Moscow. Tour guide books, are helpful but once you fingure out what you want to see you need a

map. The map is very helpful as you can see the subway metro lines and using them is a must

unless you want to use taxi and be stuck in traffic all day and pay more for taxi than your hotel room.

The train stations if your traveling out of town there are six so you better know which one to take. I

highly recommend using this map.

The map is very clear and, most importantly, the Metro lines are superimposed, some maps just

show metro stations and leave you to find them on a map. Further, principal tourist sights are clearly

identified.

It's my fault for not noticing that this map was not published by Borch. It's a large paper map more

suited to a driver. It does not include a compact section of dowtown, suitable for walking tours. It

does include Metro lines but they can be hard to follow on the larger maps. May find a better version

when I arrive in Moscow.

Apparently nobody makes a heavy-duty laminated map of Moscow, so this was the best available.

It's flimsy and not very easy to read, but with so few choices, it will have to do.

good product

don't really need it and hard to read, unless you know russian. will take it to share with someone

else
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